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64th Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Seoul, Republic of Korea 
Program continuing in Denmark with Skype connection to remote participants 
Overview 
 
 Survey of TIMES demo models 
– VEDA-TIMES demo v.48: shipped with VEDA for test of new installations 
and updates 
– TIMES_tutorial: very small model for starters 
– 7-step tutorial: used for training, Cape Town 2010 and later 
– KanOrs-EMR library / VEDA forum 
 Time slices for energy demand and variable generating units 
 Further development: SubRES and generic regions 
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VEDA-TIMES demo v.48 
 Sectors 
– Electricity 
– Industry 
– Supply 
– Transport 
– Other 
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TIMES_TUTORIAL 
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7-step tutorial 
 Step-by-step approach: 
– Supply curve 
– Supply + simple demand 
– Electricity generation 
– Electricity sophistication 
– Multi-regional approach 
– ... 
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Existing demo models in KanOrs-EMR library / 
VEDA forum 
 KanOrs-EMR support/model 
library 
– VEDALib_DSCINV: Discrete 
investments 
– VEDALib_ELCCar: Electric car 
as night storage device 
– VEDALib_CumBound: 
Cumulative bounds on import 
process 
 
 KanOrs-EMR / VEDA forum 
– demoplugin: Plug-in hybrid EV 
as night storage device 
– TestPlugin: 5 variants of plug-in 
electric cars 
– GridDemo: Electricity grids with 
power flow equations 
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VEDALib_ELCCar 
Timeslices 
 Timeslice resolution in existing models 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Electricity and heat demands are split into timeslices 
 EV charging process vs Number of timeslices 
 Demo models can serve as a first step towards understanding the 
potential role of EVs 
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Timeslice level / Model DEMO TIAM PET TIMES-DK 
Season S, W S, I, W R, S, F, W R, S, F, W 
Weekly WD, NW 
DayNite D, N D, N D, N, P A, D, C, B 
Total number of timeslices 4 6 12 32 
Package of demos, tutorials - or models 
All input files and 
Excel workbook 
for managing 
TIMES models 
 Case names 
 Select dd files 
 Time slices 
Operation 
 Write run files 
 Run GAMS 
model  
 Store results 
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SubRES and generic regions / further development 
 
 EFOM 1999: Combined heat and power (CHP) in EFOM 1999 
 EFDA-TIMES 2005: Nuclear fusion based on the Power Plant 
Conceptual Study 
 EFDA-TIMES 2012: Update of the fuel cycle for nuclear fission 
 TIMES-DK 2013: 32 time slices for demand variations and wind 
resources 
 EV-STEP 2013-2014: Electric vehicles 
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Conclusion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Technologies described by SubRES 
 Regions described by energy balance 
 Testing of technology parameters combining regional level and sets of 
technologies 
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Regional level 
 
Technologies 
World Europe Country County/Region City 
Industry/ 
Campus 
Electric vehicles 
… 
Distributed  
small-scale electricity 
… 
Large-scale electricity 
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Downloads 
 
 http://www.iea-etsap.org/web/docs/Files_Times_Tutorial.zip 
 http://support.kanors-emr.org/ModelLib/VEDALib_ELCCar.rar 
 http://support.kanors-emr.org/ModelLib/VEDALib_CumBound.rar 
 http://support.kanors-emr.org/ModelLib/VEDALib_DSCINV.rar 
 http://support.kanors-emr.org/forum/uploads/30/GridDemo.rar 
 http://www.kanors-emr.org/VedaSupport/forum/uploads/30/demoplugin.zip 
 http://www.kanors-emr.org/VedaSupport/forum/uploads/30/TestPlugin.zip 
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